City of York
Police Uniform & Equipment RFP
Questions & Answers

1. Do bidders have to quote all items per section?
   Yes, please provide a price quote for each item.

2. Do bidders have to offer the online ordering website?
   Yes, a web portal as described in the RFP should be available for ordering.

3. Can bidders provide quotes for items those items listed in the RFP?
   If you are unable to provide a specific item, you may list a suitable replacement for consideration.

4. Under the OUTERWEAR sub-category, there is a Blauer raincoat and rain jacket listed; please give any more guidance as to which one would fit the specification best? There are 3 options: The Gore-Tex, the B-DRY, and the plain reversible raincoat/rain jacket, all three of these vary greatly in price.
   **GORE-TEX**

5. Also listed in the OUTERWEAR, there is a Flying Cross Single-breasted Blouse Coat in LAPD Navy. Flying Cross has 3 different styles, all of which vary in price. Is there a specific blend I should use?
   **Legend**
   **Style:** F1 34891
   **Color:** LAPD Navy
   **MP#:** MP323964

   55% polyester
   5% wool